
SPECIAL WORK

he says it 'got to wet'.  The 14 S.W. which is called the bad running work seemed to run very good I think they waited on filling some #13.  I did not check that on my paper is why I am not sure.

The secondhand gave me 14 looms.  That a plain loom weaver had run for about three weeks he had crossed many threads between the loom rods and the harness you know the looms will not run that way with out stopping off a lot he also had many drop wires pulled out of place so they would not stop the drop wires out of place should be allowed.

It was about 7:00 P.M. before I got them to going my batters were empty allmost.  Boss weaver wanted to know why I was behind I told him the trouble he did not seem to believe it and went away with out looking over looms.

I told secondhand to tell him to put some one else on the looms if he didn 't believe I could run them work runs very good but it will run better if you will have the drop wire.
Opr 25th  Monday, Aug 7, 1921.
Special work.
Stand raised so the yarn will not touch the drop wire bar.
Mr. Bagwell the supt. passed through once his assistant passed through twice. Boss weaver is a mover but seems to be a good judge of my thing.
Secondhand keeps his eyes on the help mostly.

Finished 5:30 P.M.